Reaching all learners with iPad



iPad is designed with accessibility features built in, enabling all
people to learn and create in the ways that work best for them.
Because technology is most powerful when it empowers everyone.
Discover the benefits of iPad for teaching and learning ›

Explore built-in iPad apps and accessibility features that support all learners.
Speak Screen and Speak Selection. Students can
have all the content onscreen read to them. Or they can
highlight only text they want to hear and follow along as
the words, sentences, or paragraphs are read aloud. Go ›
Zoom. Students can enlarge an area of their screen and
get a picture-in-picture view, allowing them to see the
zoomed area in a separate window while keeping the rest
of the screen at its native size. Go ›
Larger Text. A single setting makes text larger and easier
to read across apps, including Calendar, Contacts, Mail,
Messages, Music, Notes, Settings, and some from third
parties. In iPadOS 15, students can even customize text
size settings on an app-by-app basis. Go ›
Background Sounds. Minimize distractions to help
students focus by playing calming sounds — such
as ocean or rain — to mask unwanted environmental
noise. Go ›
Focus. Help students concentrate on a task. Focus
can silence all notifications on iPad to keep distractions
to a minimum. Go ›
Live Text and Visual Look Up. With Live Text, students
can copy and share text in a photo, translate languages,
or open a website. And Visual Look Up allows them to
identify and share information in a photo, such as
popular landmarks, art, or plants. Go ›

Translate text. Students can translate text in apps such
as Photos, Safari, Messages, and Mail. And they can use
the iPad camera to translate text around them.* Go ›
VoiceOver. This industry-leading screen reader tells
students exactly what’s happening on their device,
describing people, objects, text, and graphs in great
detail. Auditory descriptions help students navigate
their screen through a Bluetooth keyboard or simple
gestures on a touchscreen. Go ›
AssistiveTouch and Switch Control. AssistiveTouch
makes the Multi-Touch screen more accessible to those
with physical or motor challenges. With Switch Control,
students can use switches to select, tap, or drag items,
type, and even freehand draw. Go ›
Guided Access. Parents, teachers, or therapists can
have students focus on one app at a time and limit the
amount of time spent in an app using Guided Access.
Access to the keyboard and touch input on certain areas
of the screen can be restricted so wandering taps and
gestures won’t distract from the task at hand. Go ›
Learn more about Apple and accessibility ›

Voice Control. Voice Control allows students to navigate
and interact with iPad using their voice to tap, swipe,
type, and more. Go ›
Type to Siri. Type instead of speaking to Siri on iPad.
Using the onscreen keyboard, students can get answers
to questions, type a text, open apps, and get reminders
of upcoming activities. Go ›
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